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WMS Express

THE FREE WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WMS Express from Insight Works is a free add-on for 
Business Central Cloud that brings mobile device integration 
to the warehouse setting.
Whether you run a simple operation where you use 
purchase and sales orders or run a more complex 
warehouse, WMS Express will help streamline 
processes. There are three free versions to choose 
from depending on your specific requirements.

Built specifically for Business Central, WMS Express 
works seamlessly with your cloud implementation 
of Business Central, regardless of your warehouse 
configuration. Unlike bolt-on solutions, you won’t 
experience integration issues or need to learn a new 
interface.

WMS Express Standard
Perfect for organizations that use purchase and sales 
orders but don’t use warehouse documents like 
picks and put-aways.

WMS Express Basic Warehouse
A good option for those who run a simple 
warehouse and have inventory put-aways and 
inventory picks enabled.

WMS Express Warehouse
A great choice for those using the warehouse 
document features of Dynamics 365 Business 
Central.



We are the Barcoding Experts
Seamlessly Integrates with Business Central 
Built specifically for Business Central, WMS Express works seamlessly with 
your cloud implementation of Business Central, regardless of your warehouse 
configuration. Unlike bolt-on solutions, you won’t experience integration 
issues or need to learn a new interface.

Android or Windows... the Choice is Yours 
WMS Express can be supported on both Windows and Android-based 
mobile devices. So whether you have existing hardware or you’re acquiring 
new hardware, there are a lot of compatible devices to choose from.

Support for a Wide Range of Hardware 
WMS Express supports many makes and models of handheld devices, 
including mobile computers, tablets, smart-phones, wearables and more. 
This flexibility enables you to leverage existing infrastructure or to tailor the 
hardware selection to the specific needs of your environment.

Multi-Dimensional Barcode Support 
WMS Express scans both 1D and 2D barcodes. For those adopting 2D data 
matrix barcodes you’ll enjoy the compact size with large data capacity 
enabling you to store more information and collect more information in a 
single scan.
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Need More Functionality? 
Warehouse Insight streamlines inventory and warehouse functionality 
to provide intuitive warehousing tools for inventory counts, shipping, 
receiving, picks, putaways, bin management, and more. Learn more at www.
WMSforDynamics.com.


